IDEA # 12

Edward Cullen (Twilight) Meets Harry
Potter Meets High School Musical 3
This month’s idea is in the spirit of the Halloween
holiday season. I’m picturing the biggest super
movie ever created. Think… “Harry Cullen goes to
college” musical 3. This is so big that we skip the
first two movies and go right to the third! It’s a
mashup of movies (mashup is a genre of music
where an individual takes elements of preexisting
songs and “mashes” them together to form a new
song). This is going to be huge! It’s like a legal
visual form crack for teenagers – twenty
something’s.

Harry Cullen who now?
Ok so, I’ll give a little background for those not
familiar with what’s happening here. So there’s
Harry Potter, which everyone on the planet should
know about, and then there’s this other thing
called High School Musical 3. High School Musical
is this Disney creation that basically glorifies high
school in to being some place that is full of song
and dance and delight and beautiful people. We all know it sucks, and I think their attempt heightened
the disappointment factor for when the current crop of elementary school kids finally get to high school.
I think the movies were supposed to be geared towards high school kids, but the only people that ended
up watching them were second graders. I don’t know for sure, I’ve never actually seen any of these
movies, so what I’ve stated here may not be 100 percent accurate; this is just what the word on the
street is.
This brings us to our third component of the super movie... Twilight. Ok, basically, twilight is this series
of books (turned into movies) about these vampires that supposedly don’t attack and/or eat humans.
They are some kind of outcast vampires that continually fight against their own kind to be “different”.
Then there are werewolves that fall under love spells and all sorts of other randomness going on. So
the main idea is that this one vampire dude is totally digging this one main character high school chick.
But the catch is they are completely in love, but he has to constantly try not to have the urge to rip her
to pieces and drink all her blood. I suppose there is more to it than that, but let’s just say for the sake of
this bit of discourse, that should be enough to suffice.

So what’s going on again?
Well what’s going on is that I figure they should make a movie where Harry Potter and the gang, Edward
Cullen and the gang, and the group from HSM3 all end up together in college in the same dorm. The
movie would be filled with the silly antics of vampires, werewolves, muggles and wizards interacting
with guest appearances by the Jonas brothers and random high school related drama all in musical form.
It’s a hit.

